BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF CYBER SECURITY
As Information and Communication Technologies and Internet are going through exponential
growth, the Cyber Security has also come in the canter of attention, as the wrong use of IT and
Internet have started taking place.
•

The increasing use of computers and internet and all the work being done online, technology has
become essential rather than luxury for human beings and they are adopting and adapting to it
at such unprecedented rates. This has led to a significant gap in understanding of technology to
the desired levels.

This guideline is an attempt towards increasing awareness of personnel in the RVUN on Cyber
Security and safety matters. This issue aims to provide some basic knowledge in terms of
terminology, useful links to advisories and guidelines
BASIC RULES FOR ONLINE SAFETY

•

1st rule: “If you don’t know the application or site, don’t install and click it.”
Many online threats rely on tricking the user in to taking some action—whether be it clicking an
email link or attachment, or installing a browser plug-in or application. Typically, these attacks
take the form of Malware pop-ups that try to frighten people into installing a security scanner;
other popular scams direct user to a video but then complain that user need to install a special
software or application, or video player or app to view the content. Only install software or
browser add-ons with whom user are familiar with. And before user installs anything, it’s a good
idea to get the software directly from its original website rather than some 3rd party website.
Just as user wouldn’t buy a product online without doing some basic research about its quality
and performance, take a few minutes to search for and read comments and reviews left by
other users of that software to make sure user is not putting his/her/organization information
at risk. Also, avoid directly responding to email alerts that (appear to) come from facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, your bank or some other site that holds user’s/organization’s personal/official
information. Instead, visit these sites using a web browser address.

•

2nd rule: “If you installed it, update it.”
Yes, keeping the operating system current with the latest patches is important, but maintaining
a secure computer also requires care for the applications that run on top of the operating
system. Many hackers are constantly attacking flaws in widely installed software products, such
as java, adobe pdf reader, flash and quick time. The vendors that make these products ship
updates to fix security bugs several times a year, so it’s important to update to the latest
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versions of these products as soon as possible. Some of these products may alert users to new
updates, but these notices often come days or weeks after patches are released. It is also
advised to have latest genuine operating system on PC/laptop connected with internet.

•

3rd rule: “If you no longer need it, remove it.”
Many computer makers ship machines with software that most users never use even once. The
average user tends to install dozen software programs and add-ons over the course of months
and years. All of these items can take their toll on the performance of a computer. Many
programs add themselves to the list of items that start-up whenever the computer is rebooted,
which can make restarting the computer slower. The more programs installed, the more time
one has to spend keeping them up-to-date with the latest security patches. For example, java is
a powerful program and web browser plug-in that most people have on their machines but
seldom use (the bulky program also adds itself to the start-up menu in windows every time you
update it). Meanwhile, attackers are constantly targeting systems with outdated versions of this
software. If you don’t need Java, uninstall it. You can reinstall it if you find its need for some
website or third party application. If you can’t bring yourself to completely remove Java or if
you have desktop programs that require it, consider removing it from the browser by disabling
the java add-on in whatever browser is being end user.

COMMON INFORMATION SECURITY TERMS

•

INFORMATION SECURITY: The practice of protecting both physical and digital information from
wrong or unauthorized access.

•

MALWARE: Malicious software (malware) is any software that gives partial or full control of a
computer to do whatever a hacker wants. Malware can be a virus, worm, Trojan, spyware, etc.

•

INCIDENT: Any event that is not part of the normal operation of a service and that causes, or
may cause, an interruption to, or a reduction in, the quality of that service

•

UPDATE: It is a software file that contains fixes for problems found by other users or the
software developer. Installing an update fixes the software and prevents the problems from
occurring on a computer

Why do we need to secure our desktop?
A personal computer used without proper security measures could lead to open the system for
illegal activities using the resources of such unsecured computers. These wrongdoers could be
virus, Trojans, key-loggers and sometimes real hackers which may lead in data theft, data loss,
personal information disclosure, stealing of credentials like password etc. So protect and secure
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your personal computer before it is compromised. So therefore following activities need to be
checked and followed:
1. Always install Licensed Software so that you regular updates of your Operating system and
Applications. In case of open source software, make sure to update frequently.
2. Read the “Terms and Conditions” /”License Agreement” provided by vendor/software
before installation.
3. Properly shutdown and switch off your personal computer after the use along with your
external devices like Monitor, Modem, and Speakers etc.
4. Never save passwords and sensitive documents on official computers or laptops or any
other device.
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USB Storage Device Security


USB (Universal Serial Bus) storage devices are very convenient to transfer data between
different computers. One can plug it in to a USB port, copy data, and remove. Unfortunately
this portability, convenience and popularity also bring different threats to user’s
information.



Data thefts and Data leakage are every day new snow! All these can be controlled or
minimized with care, awareness and by using appropriate tools to secure the information.
The tips and recommendations provided in this document helps user to keep information
secure while using USB storage devices.



Malware Spreads through USB storage devices. Somebody may intentionally sell USB storage
devices with malware to track activities, files, systems and networks.



Malware may spread from one device to another device through USB Storage Devices using
autorun.exe, which is by default enabled.



Unauthorized Usage



Somebody may steal USB Devices for Data.



Immediately removed any personal information / data stored in USB drive.
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Never leave USB drive unattended anywhere.



Never keep sensitive information without encryption.



Hold shift key and plug your USB drive to disable auto run temporarily.
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PHISHING
Phishing is the attempt to obtain sensitive information such as user names, passwords and financial
details often for malicious reasons, by masquerading/ deceiving as a trustworthy entity in an
electronic communication.
HOW DOES PHISHING WORK
Phishing starts with fraudulent emails/SMS/URLs that are carefully crafted such that you open them
without any suspicion. The message is made to look as though it comes from a trusted sender. If the
attacker succeeds, victim is coaxed into providing confidential information, often on a scam website.
These types of cyber attacks open the door for attackers to enter into the system and access
confidential data like bank account details, credit card numbers, passwords, etc. Once the
information is obtained, the phishers immediately send or sell it to people who misuse them.
Sometimes, phishing not only results in loss of information but also injects malware into the victim’s
(Individual/ Organization) computer or phone. Once infected, phishers gain control over devices,
through which they can send emails and messages to other people connected through the server.
Once infected, phishers gain control over devices, through which they can send emails and messages
to other people connected through the server.
SPEAR PHISHING
Spear phishing is typically targeted in nature, and the emails are carefully designed to target a
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particular user/ company/ organisation. These attacks have a greater risk because phishers do a
complete social profile research about the user and their organization through their social media
profiles/ other websites.
SPEAR PHISHING ATTEMPT PROGRESSION
1. Gathering information on targets. Spear-phishing starts with identifying key and high-value
individuals. These people are targets because their credentials and the data they have access
to care of most value in the organization.
2. Creating convincing emails. With information about their targets, attackers then craft the
emails so that they seem legitimate enough to get intended targets to open an attachment
or click a link. Spear phishers can create emails so realistic that they appear to come from a
trusted source and ask for information that the source would normally request.
3. Hiding their origin. Attackers can spoof email sender addresses or compromise a legitimate
email to make it look as if the email came from a trusted domain
4. Delivery of payload. The link will send the user to a malicious URL or compromised reputable
domain that takes the user’s credentials as he or she logs in.
5. Avoid Detection. The attack tries to hide itself throughout the process. Methods that
attackers use to avoid detection include polymorphism and shortened or obfuscated URLs to
prevent blacklist detection.
CYBER CRIMINALS EXPLOITING COVID-19 PANDEMIC FOR PHISHING
Cyber criminals are trying variety of phishing campaigns and taking advantage of the heightened
focus on COVID-19 to distribute malware, steal credentials, and scam users for money. The attacks
are using the corona virus as a lure to try to trick distracted users capitalize on the fear and
uncertainty. The details of various methods are being used by cyber criminals are:


Impersonating popular apps - Attackers impersonating (Aarogya Setu, Microsoft Teams,
Zoom, Google Meet, WHO etc to first lure the victims and then send them links such as
"relief package", "safety tips during corona", "corona testing kit", "corona vaccine",
"payment and donation during corona".



Scam emails - Claiming they were looking to sell Corona virus cures or face masks or asking
for investments in fake companies that claimed to be developing vaccines or in the form of
donation requests for fake charities are another popular phishing methods that have seen
taking advantage of Corona virus.
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ANTI PHISHING MEASURES
1. Never click on the links in an E-mail: Never click on the links in an email because they might
be a fake link to a website that might be harmful. It is better to type your own web address
rather than clicking on it.
2. Website is secure: It is best to check whether the website is secure enough to trust before
entering any data on the website. The easy way is to see whether or not the URL is locked by
the green padlock. Better option would be to check for site reputation using provided by
licensed total security software.
3. Update your computer security: Always update your computer's security software and OS
since as updates at times may block certain attacks of this kind.
4. Verify HTTPS on Address Bar: Whenever a person is conveying confidential information
online, he or she must confirm that the address bar reads “HTTPS” and not the standard
“HTTP.” The “S” confirms that the data is being conveyed through a legitimate, secured
channel
5. Keep yourself up to date: Various government organization websites like CERT-IN, C-DAC,
Cyberdost (MHA’s Twitter handle), RVUN Cyber Security Guidelines regularly post updates in
respect of Cyber Security. Apart from this, several blogs and articles are written daily, and it
is best to keep updated with the latest Cyber Security measures, through any authenticated
blog, news or social media platforms.
6. Never Enter Sensitive Information in a Pop Up Window Popup windows represent another
tool used by phishers with illicit agendas. An important tactic to prevent phishing attacks is
to never enter information into a pop up window. In fact, a person is best served restricting
Popup windows all together, except at those sites that an individual knows to be
trustworthy.
7. Regularly monitor your account: It is best to check your bank/ e-mail accounts regularly to
keep a track of your transactions.
8. Install and Maintain a Reliable Firewall: Another best practice to avoid phishing attacks is
installation and maintenance of a reliable firewall. A firewall protects against the
introduction of malicious codes onto a computer.
9. Keep Antivirus Protection Current: Although keeping antivirus protection up to date may
seem like a patently obvious strategy, a surprising number of people fail to take this very
basic step. The reality is that identity thieves and other criminals constantly are changing
their schemes. Therefore, maintaining current antivirus protection is an invaluable first line
of defence against phishing attacks
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10. Utilize Anti-Spam Software: Use of Anti-spam software is that it can provide some degree of
protection against phishing attacks. This type of software naturally filters out a good amount
of phishing emails that would otherwise end up in an inbox.
References:
1. https://www.cdac.in/
2. https://cert-in.org.in/
3. https://www.cybercrime.gov.in/
4. Info graphic material available on Internet
5. Ministry of Defence CISO Newsletter
6. Others organisations website
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Safety tips for using Email
1. Avoid Exposure of email account details
While opening an email account, do not expose your account details such as name and
password to unauthorised/unknown persons. Ensure that nobody is watching you behind
while entering your password. Exposing email account details (such as name or password or
both or part of the password) may give way to intruders to hack the email account by guessing
password or some password cracking tools.
2. Avoid Unauthorised Disclosure of email contents
Read email only when it is necessary to avoid exposure to third party or unauthorised persons.
Many times the content of an email will contain private or confidential data, so to avoid any
type of invasion of privacy, be sure to be cautious of your surroundings and never leave a
computer unattended. Lock the computer if having to leave it for any length of time.
3. Avoid Clinking web Links in email messages
Avoid clicking or opening web links or program unchecked in email messages. Following the
web links or programs that may be part of an email message may lead to secretly installation a
malware (e.g., virus) on the computer.
4. Install Anti-virus software
User should Install latest Anti-virus software and Anti-spyware, and keep them updating time to
time. Anti-virus software helps to protect computer against known viruses may received from
Email-Attachments.
5. Cautious with email Attachments
Use caution when opening email attachments, even if they appear to have been sent by a
known person. Email attachments are a common source of spreading malware such as Virus,
Worm and Trojan Horse. Some malware can "spoof" the return address, making it look like the
message came from some known source. Take the following precautions:


Do not open an email attachment if it seems suspicious, even if the scanning result
indicates that the attachment is clean because that anti-virus software may not have
the signature as new viruses are constantly being released.
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Open attachments that come from a trusted source only (not unsolicited email) as
many viruses, worms, and Trojan Horses have been known to attach themselves on to
them. Opening an infected email attachment may damage or harm the computer.

6. Scan an email attachment before opening/downloading
Scanning email attachment before opening or downloading minimizes the risk of downloading
malware (e.g., virus). Opening or Downloading attachment without scanning may damage the
computer if it is infected. Disable the option to automatically download attachments, if this
option is already enabled in the email software.
7. Use Encryption for Sending and Receiving Confidential email
Send and receive confidential or sensitive messages using encryption to ensure that message
can only be read by the intended recipients. Some messages are too sensitive and confidential.
User should use encryption for sending sensitive messages. Email Encryption is used to ensure
that both sensitive and personal information cannot be seen by anyone other than the intended
recipient. Email encryption is a process where the actual body is coded using an encryption key.
An e-mail message appears either blank or with a block random combination of integers and
alphabets. It is intended for confidential information between the sender and recipient.
There are few tools and techniques of encryption. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is one of the tools
to encrypt email messages. The other tools/techniques include public-key encryption like the
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to encrypt data and PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) for encryption,
authentication, and certificate-based key management.
The encryption process is as follows. There are two keys: Private Key and Public Key. The sender
and the recipient both need to have Private Key and Public Key in the form of a Digital
Signature, a PGP key, or the open version of PGP (Open GPG) key. Both sender and recipient
need Public key in each other’s repository. The repository is like a key-chain. First step is to
exchange each other’s public keys between sender and recipient through a signed (but not
encrypted) e-mail and import keys into repository. After getting the each other’s public keys
and putting into repository, create an e-mail as usual and select Encrypt ("Encrypt this to
myself,") from the security options and then send the email. The email is encrypted (using a
combination of sender’s Private key and recipient‘s Public key) and then sent to the recipient.
When recipient gets the email, the indicator at the recipient’s email shows whether or not the
e-mail has been tampered with or the certificate is valid (typically a green or red icon in the
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header). As long as the recipient has the sender’s Public key in repository, the e-mail will appear
normal, otherwise it will be blank page.
8. Do Not respond Suspicious/Banking-related emails
Many suspicious emails are being sent and forwarded to too many email accounts for collecting
information. Do not respond or follow such emails. Emails regarding updating of bank account
details or winning lottery or emails from persons (e.g., Nigerians) requesting bank account
details for transferring a big amount of money (million dollars) to your account. These are
phishing emails and are sent from malicious people with intent of collecting bank account
details to transfer money from your account to their account. Do not respond/follow such email
messages, instead delete them. Keep in mind that bank never sends email messages to any
customers/clients asking updating of account details.
9. Do Not Open Unknown emails
Lot of emails are received from unknown sources/people for advertising, marketing or any
other purpose. They all are junk and are often frustrating, unsolicited and unwanted emails.
Such emails are called Spam. Do not open/respond such emails, instead delete them.
10. Enable Spam Filter
Set a Spam filter to reduce "junk" emails that could be part of a potential phishing scam or
malware. Enabling spam filter can automatically eliminate a large portion of the risk.
11. Keep Strong Password
Keep a strong password so that it is difficult to guess or memorise by a third party. A strong
password should have a minimum of eight characters, comprising a combination of alphabets
(both upper and lowercase), numbers and symbols/special characters, and be as meaningless as
possible.
12. Do not keep Computer Unattended
Never keep computer system unattended so that unauthorised persons will not have an
opportunity to alter any file or information or do mischievous. Always lock/shutdown the
computer when not in use.
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Security Guidelines for stand-alone Computers
Security Guidelines for stand-alone Computers and Computers connected to networks. The
Information Security Program for an organization can be broken down into specific stages as follows:
a. Adoption of a security policy
b. Security risk analysis
c. Development and implementation of a information classification system
d. Development and implementation of the security standards manual
e. Implementation of the management security self-assessment process
f.

On-going security programme maintenance and enforcement

g. Training.
A security policy defines the rules that regulate how an organization manages and protects its
information and computing resources to achieve security objectives. One of the policy’s primary
purposes in detecting signs of intrusion is to document important information assets and the threats
to those assets that your organization chooses to address.
Preparations of procedures include the actions necessary to observe systems and networks for signs
of unexpected behaviour, including intrusion. Observation can take the form of monitoring,
inspecting, and auditing. From these procedures, all concerned parties are able to determine the
operational steps they need to take to comply with your policy. These steps will thereby uphold the
security of your organization’s information and networked systems.
Security policies and procedures that are documented, well known, and visibly enforced establish
expected user behaviour and serve to inform users of their obligations for protecting computing
assets. Users include all those who access, administer, and manage your systems and have
authorized accounts on your systems. They play a vital role in detecting signs of intrusion.
This is the first in a series of security guidelines that will be issued by CERT-In to help the System
Administrators of various organizations in the country secure their computer systems. The present
set comprises very preliminary guidelines and tries to focus the attention of the system
administrators on security. More detailed guidelines will follow in due course.
This set also includes as an annexure the Schedule-II of the Rules under the Information Technology
Act 2000 entitled “Information Technology (IT) Security Guidelines”.
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I. Physical Security
1. Effective physical security procedures should be in place to deny access to unauthorized
persons in the organization.
2. Adopt effective physical access control procedures for entering into the organization. Biometric
physical access security systems should be installed to control and audit access to the
operational site. Need-based access should be allowed to personnel to different parts of the
operations area. Personnel authorized for limited physical access should not be allowed to gain
unauthorized access to restricted area within the operational site.
3. UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) should be used to prevent corruption of data and software
due to power supply fluctuations. Proper grounding of the power supply & system should be
ensured.
4. Wherever necessary, hardware/software security locks should be procured and installed on PCs
as a protection against unauthorized access.
5. Physical protection technologies such as shielding could be used to protect against
unauthorized monitoring, eavesdropping of electronic eMations coming from computing
equipment.
6. Effective security procedures must be in place so as to prevent any installation of unauthorized
hardware like a modem, removable media, boot device, etc. which could be used for either
gaining access to the system or copying data from the system.
II. System Administration
1. The root/administrator password should be known to only one designated responsible
officer. Root/Administrator login should only be allowed from the console and not through
the network.
2. While installing the Operating system, only the minimal set of services & applications
required by the user should be installed/enabled. Some of the utilities/programs that are
enabled by default like Guest user account, file sharing, default passwords, sample
networking programs, etc. must be disabled. Preferably, the configuration principle of ‘deny
first, then allow’ should be practiced. That is, turn off as many services and applications and
services as possible and then selectively turn on only those that are absolutely essential
3. Password should be used and periodically changed (at least once in a fortnight) and should
not be shared with anyone to prevent access to unauthorized persons. A password should
have at least 8 characters and should be a combination of upper and lower case alphabets,
numerals and special characters.
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4. Audit Trail/System-event Log files give information regarding all activities performed on the
system. These files should be enabled and checked regularly by the officer-in-charge to find
out any unusual/doubtful activity.
5. The designated System Administrator should routinely check the relevant files to ensure no
unauthorized account with ‘super user’ permissions exist.
6. Access rights to sensitive data should be restricted. Services like FTP and telnet on servers
should be disabled.
7. Every individual should have a separate account for which he should be individually
responsible. A single account should not be shared/used by multiple users. Access
permission for each account should be restricted according to the user’s requirement.
8. Software Maintenance Tools should be kept in the custody of the System Administrator.
Care should be taken that service engineers of external agencies are not able to copy any
data from the system.
9. Maintenance or rectification of faults in the computer system should be carried out under
proper and close supervision. In case of maintenance of hardware by an external agency, a
responsible officer should invariably be present throughout such maintenance. It should also
be ensured that no data file/program is copied and taken by the maintenance engineer. The
users themselves should preferably do the maintenance of software.
10. Damaged hard disk should not be released even after it has been replaced by a new one.
Such hard disks may be destroyed or zero-filled.
11. Downloading

of

software

(both

source

and

binary)

from

public

sources

(freeware/shareware) should generally not be allowed. If downloaded, it should not be
executed on the online system before ascertaining that it is not a security threat. The user’s
authority to download and/or install software should be defined.
12. Use of pirated and unlicensed software should be strictly prohibited. Only original/licensed
software purchased should be used.
13. Firewall/proxy server should necessarily be setup for restricting the unauthorized access.
14. All used draft memos, reports, carbons, unused printouts, etc. should be destroyed.
III. Anti-Virus
1. In order to protect the system/valuable data from viruses, virus infection checks should be
incorporated in the boot-sequence of the system. Anti-virus software should be installed on
all system in the organisation. Some mechanism for regular upgrades for the ant-virus
software to check for new viruses should be formulated.
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2. Program disks should not be loaned out as these may be returned with virus. If however, it
becomes unavoidable, only a copy and not the original disk should be loaned.
3. Take enough precautions against computer viruses by not allowing any removable storage
media (like floppies) for use without scanning for the viruses.
4. Computer games and other Trojan programs could be one of the main carriers of computer
viruses and an unsuspecting easy medium for an intruder to break into the computer system.
Playing computer games should not be allowed.
IV. Backup
1. The System Administrator should maintain a register for proper accounting of removable
storage media (like floppies) already issued by it and which it will be issuing to computer users
in future.
2. The System Administrator in the organisation should supply blank removable storage media
like floppies for PC users only against a written requisition duly signed/countersigned by the
reporting officer.
3. The System Administrator should undertake a census of all removable storage media (like
floppies) issued by them. All removable storage media should be serially numbered and
labelled with a sticker of the Unit/Department on the media so as to distinguish them from
media brought from outside.
4. All removable storage media available with the organisation for issue should also be serially
numbered and labelled.
5. Before deleting a sensitive file from a storage media, some useless or junk information should
be over-written on the file to prevent restoration of sensitive data by an unauthorized user.
6. Removable storage media should not be kept in table drawers.
7. The safe custody of every used removable storage media should be the personal responsibility
of the concerned user.
8. Damaged and unusable removable storage media (like floppies) should be broken and
destroyed as applicable to the weeding out of paper based files and an entry to this effect
made in the register.
9. Copying of information from the hard-disk/floppies should be done under the authorization of
the reporting officer. It is preferable to use write-once-read-many media (such as CD-ROM)
rather than media that can be re-written.
10. During transportation, removable storage media should be carried in appropriate mail-boxes
to save these from damage.
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11. As far as possible, removable storage media containing classified information should not be
carried outside of the building. If at all it has to be taken outside the office building, its
movement should be with the prior approval of the officer-incharge. A record of the
movement giving full details like date/time of it being taken out, Serial No., name of the
officer taking it out, purpose, date and time of its return, etc. should be maintained.
12. The contents of a removable storage media are as good as written files. Therefore, all
physical/static protective measures and instructions as laid down in the Security Manual for
Document Security should apply to the use, control and custody of data removable storage
media.
V. Secret/Confidential
1. Top secret and secret information should not be stored on computers. Necessary information
should be stored only on external media.
2. Top Secret/Sensitive data should ideally be stored on external media in an encrypted form.
These media along with the media containing encryption/decryption algorithm, if being used,
should be kept at a highly secured place as applicable to Top Secret/Classified Paper based
files of similar classification. The source program for encryption/ decryption algorithm should
be kept on external media only.
3. Top Secret information should not be permanently stored on the hard disk of a PC. If and
when such top secret and sensitive information is processed on the PC, the information
should be erased immediately from the hard disk after the processing is over, and should be
copied on copied on a removable media.
4. Confidential information should be saved on the stand-alone system only. Such a system
should be physically secured. The system should not be connected to any Wide Area Network
(WAN) or Local Area Network (LAN) or to the Internet. This system should not have any
terminal connected to it.
5. If classified data/programs are stored in the hard disk of the PC, the System Administrator
should ensure adequate safeguard against unauthorized access to the computer system.
6. The System Administrator should also identify and procure suitable encryption packages that
facilitate storing of sensitive data on storage media (like floppies/disks).
7. Effective encryption techniques should be used while communicating sensitive information
over the computer network. Commercial encryption devices may not be safe as its algorithm
and decryption keys may be known to others.
8. Authenticity of the sender should be verified before exchanging classified information.
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9. Internet mail should not be used for exchanging classified information.
10. Periodical verification of character & antecedents of computer personnel handling critical
functions should be carried out.
VI. Operating Systems, Web Servers, Mail Servers, Network Devices
Detailed guidelines for all the above, including those for specific products are under preparation,
and will be issued in due course. Meanwhile latest genuine operating system must be used in the
system with regular security updation specially for those system, that are being connected to
internet. It is recommended that in the event of any service or product being compromised, such
as defacing of a website, it should be immediately disconnected from the network pending
resolution of the computer security incident.

Reference:
1. CERT-In Guideline CISG-2003-01
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Workstation of DCS/Operating System Security Guidelines
1. Introduction
The word "workstation" is used in this module to mean the combination of the hardware, operating
system, application software, and network connection. Workstations must be configured and used in
a secure manner. To secure a workstation, a staged approach is recommended for implementation
of security practices in the following areas:


Planning and executing the deployment of workstation.



Configuring workstation to help make them less vulnerable to attack.



Maintaining the integrity of deployed workstation.



Improving user awareness of security issues.

2. Planning
Securing desktop workstations should be a significant part of the network and information-security
strategy because sensitive information is often stored on workstations, which are connected to the
rest of the networked world. It can eliminate many networked systems vulnerabilities and prevent
many security problems if workstation is configured securely before its deployment. Vendors
typically set computer defaults to maximise available functions, so usually there is a need to change
defaults to meet the organisation's security requirements.

2.1. Purpose of Workstation
Following points should be considered to secure a workstation:
 What categories of information will be stored on the workstation?
 What categories of information will be processed on the workstation (but retrieved from and
stored on another workstation)?
 What are the security requirements for that information?
 What network service(s) will be provided by the workstation?
 What are the security requirements for those services?

2.2. Network Service Software
Many operating system vendors bundle network service software for both clients and servers.
For major services, however, third party vendors may provide products that offer much better
security. When making a choice, special attention should be paid to the ability of candidate
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packages to meet the organisation’s security requirements, and the same should be
documented. Also identify other applications or utility software that is required to be installed
on the computer. Include not only user-oriented application software, but also system-related
software and security-related software.

2.3. User Categorisation
For workstations, the categories of users should be defined. The categories should be based on
user roles that reflect their authorised activity. The roles are often based on similar work
assignments and similar needs for access to particular information resources-system
administrators, software developers, data entry personnel, etc. If appropriate, remote users
should be categorised as temporary or guest users.

2.4. User Privileges
Create a matrix that shows the users or user categories cross-listed with their privileges. The
privileges are customarily placed in groups that define what system resources or services a user
can read, write, change, execute, create, delete, install, remove, turn on, or turn off.

2.5. Develop and follow a Documented procedure for installing an Operating system
During installation of Operating System, all the steps made to implement the security policy of
the organisation, should be documented and all the parameters that are set should be
described. The installation procedure should also specify the vendor's security-related updates
or patches that are to be applied to the operating system. If possible, have a single person
perform the installation procedure for each workstation and capture each installation step in a
documented manner such as through using a checklist.

3. Installation and Configuration

3.1. OS and Application S/W Hardening
 OS media should be procured only from an authorised vendor of the manufacturer.
 To patch up the vulnerabilities and loopholes of the OS, install all the latest service packs,
security patches, hot-fixes, OS updates, etc. as available and applicable for this version at
the time of installation. These patches/updates etc. are available from the vendors as well
as from their websites.
 Boot on “OS banner” should be disabled, if possible.
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 Initially, all the ports should be closed/disabled and may be enabled/opened as and when
required.
 Turn off all network services that are not needed.
 Define how long the computer or application can be used. Create a mandatory automated
logoff policy based on inactivity or time of day.
 Disable application features that expose vulnerability through configuration changes.
 Control access to settings, control panels and run functions. Define who has access to
applications by location, time of day or time period.

3.2. Stick to Essentials on the Network
Most desktop workstations do not need all the settings enabled by default, so the operating
system should be configured to provide only the services specified in the deployment plan.
 Disable and remove all the network services that are not required by the deployment plan.
It is recommended that workstation should be configured to offer only the services as per
the deployment plan.
 It is recommended to use the configuration principle "deny first, and then allow", that is,
turn off as many services and applications as possible and then selectively turn on those
that are essential.

3.3. Configure multiple computers using a tested model replication procedure
When deploying several computers, especially desktop workstations, across an organisation, it is
better to configure one appropriately and then propagate that configuration to all the others. It
should be ensured that this is done in a secure manner, especially if a network is used for
propagation. This helps in establishing a consistent level of security on all the computers to LAN.
It also facilitates consistent updating of all computers as and when necessary.

3.4. Configure Network Service clients to Enhance Security
For the network services, organisation’s deployment plan should include electronic mail, access
to the Web, Domain name services, file transfers, and access to corporate databases. For each
service, the workstation should be configured as a client or as a server mode. Workstations are
normally configured as clients for several network services. Therefore, these should be
configured for the planned behaviour of those clients: the levels of access required, the type of
access (read, write, etc.), and other aspects of the configurations required for client software.
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3.5. Access to Information
For many resources, such as program and data files, the access controls provided by the
operating system are the most obvious means to enforce access privileges. Also, consider using
encryption technologies to protect the confidentiality of sensitive information. In some cases,
protection mechanisms will need to be augmented by policies that guide user's behaviour
related to their workstations.

3.6. LAN Security
Many organisations use a broadcast technology such as Ethernet for their local area networks. In
these cases, information traversing a network segment can be seen by any computer on that
segment. So, only trusted computers should be placed on the same network segment, or else
the information should be encrypted before transmitting it. For securing LAN, the guidelines, to
be followed, are:
 If, a workstation is connected to LAN, users should not be allowed to use a modem.
 Unauthorised copies of software should be removed from all the systems connected
through LAN.

 If users are allowed to install personal software on their workstations, ensure that:
• The software is licensed; and
• The software does not compromise any security mechanisms implemented on the
LAN. For example, software that can be used to "sniff" network traffic should not be
permitted on the LAN.

3.7. Password
There should be a password policy in the organisation. The most common method of
authentication is password. The responsibility of selecting a password, that is hard to guess, falls
on users. To decrease the chances of guessing password, user must select a hard-to-guess or
strong password. Detailed procedure for password selection has been provided in the Server OS
Guidelines.

4. Maintenance & Operations
 Keep the operating system and application software up to date. Updates are available from
vendors on a regular basis.
 Delete all un-sanctioned programs and directories from the workstation. They can be cleverly
renamed as keystroke-capturing programs, network sniffer programs, or viruses.
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 To prevent the last logged-in user name from being displayed, use security procedures at
installation stage. For example, in Windows based systems when Ctrl-Alt-Del is pressed, a
login dialog box appears which displays the name of the last user who logged in to the
computer, and makes it easier to know a user’s name that can later be used in a passwordguessing attack. This can be disabled using the security templates provided on the installation
CD.
 Enforce system file hardening and configuration against attack from virus, worms, Trojan
horse or other malicious software.
 Use keywords to restrict data from being sent or received through the Internet.
 Lock folders and files to prevent unwanted access.
 Prevent rename, delete, copy, move or changes to file attributes.
 Customise application to show only desired menu options.
 Restrict access to dialog boxes such as print, save, import, etc.

4.1. Protection from Third Party software


Don not install any Third Party software/programme other than as provided
OEM/supplier at the time of commissioning.

by

Further if it is necessary to install any

software/programme obtained the consent from higher management and OEM/supplier.


Do not install / use illegal or "pirated" software.



Do not use shareware unless absolutely sure that the software is free of viruses.



Make sure that diskettes used to store software programs are write-protected. This prevents
viruses from being copied onto such diskettes.



Do not boot computers with any diskette that has not been scanned for viruses.



Public-domain software should not be used until it is tested and allowed by SA.

4.2. Deployment of Personal Firewall/IDS


To prevent intruders from hacking into systems via LAN / Internet connection firewall must
be installed & configured.



The "intruder alert" facility, should be activated and all alerts should be acted upon.



To detect unauthorised access of a system, IDS must be installed & configured.



Special care shall be taken for security of process network (DCS) and SCADA system. The
authenticity and accountability aspect shall be ensured for all users who have rights to
access the server and network computers. Proper record shall be maintained for future
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auditing. The System shall be regularly audited by Internal Auditors as well as by Experts/
certified Auditors.


The process networks like DCS and SCADA should be physically separated from any other
LAN/WAN or corporate network and isolated from the Internet. Further, computers and
servers on the process network should be in a manner that no external device like pen drive,
etc. can be used on them. In case any external device is to be used on such computers. The
same should be after approval from authorized officials and after proper scanning of
external device against viruses. Further, records regarding usage of any external device on
process network shall be maintained which should include purpose of use and details of the
person who used the external drive/device and who authorized the use. Every plant would
have ‘cyber security guidelines’ and the same should be adhered to that. Further, cyber
security guidelines need to be updated on the basis of recommendations/guidelines issued
by MHA/Ministry of Information Technology/CERT-IN from time to time.



Plant controls and communication systems are the lifeline of the plant and need particular
attention. The physical access t the unit control rooms, auxiliaries’ control rooms and other
control equipment shall be prevented through proper access control systems and graded
access controls in sensitive or hypersensitive stations. However, the controls and
communication system also face threat of sabotage from remote or other network
connected systems. Plant control systems also sometime use wireless communication
between auxiliaries’ control rooms like ash handling plant, water systems etc. and main
plant control systems and it needs to be ensured that such communication cannot be
sabotaged to malfunctions.



Data communication from RTUs/PLCs to the control servers (SCADA/DCS) shall be secure.
Wireless connectivity shall be avoided to the extent possible. In case wireless
communication is inevitable, the same shall be done with proper encryption and in
accordance with the “Wireless Network Security Guidelines” of Cyber Security Policies for
Govt. Of India and also follow point no 7 of this guideline.



The physical security of Servers, PLCs, Remote Terminal Units, communication network and
other components shall be ensured by regular inspection and assigning specific
responsibilities. Also, RTUs and PLUs should be under CCTV surveillance. Also, such CCTVs
should be monitored round the clock from ‘operation control room’. Facility for recording
such CCTV footage should also be available for at least 90 days.



A common classification system for sensitive information shall be established. Procedures
for the control of sensitive information, including document classification, disposal of
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sensitive materials and tracking the distribution of design information to bidders shall be
implemented.


Firewall/proxy server shall necessarily be setup for restricting the unauthorized access.
Installation of Firewall/UTM shall not be in default mode and the final configuration shall be
documented. Firewall/UTM/system alerts shall be checked by system administrator on daily
basis. The setup shall include devices such as Firewall, Proxies, content filters, Intrusion
Detection & Prevention, Network Behaviour device, network access control and Network
management system for monitoring of entire network setup in organization including, WAN,
LAN Networks. Admin password of configuration of network devices kept safely.



Unauthorized software, including, peer to peer file sharing software shall not be installed.



Only the software/hardware approved by the competent Authorities shall be used.



Operating system and other software shall be installed using authorized source/ Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) media with valid license.



Logs
Implementation of devices that provide Correlation of Logs & Events monitored in various
Network Devices, Server setups, Security Devices shall be made in line with Crisis
Management Plan, National Cyber Security Policy.



Backup/Restoration
Procedure for Backups of all Security Information, Critical Information/Data shall be
regularly backed up on storage setups and Restoration of the backed up information/data
shall be exercised at regular intervals so as to meet crisis in the event of any disaster.



Booting from removable media shall be disabled.



Auto-run on all removable drives shall be disabled.



Detailed guideline for setting up Firewall/Proxy server shall be intimated separately.

4.3. 2.4.3 System Access Control


Allow file sharing on machines after securing them and that too only to authorised users
only. Make sure that object, device, and file access controls are appropriate. Protect files
and folders by making them as read-only for shared use.



Do not allow anonymous access of any kind (e.g., FTP, dial-up) to a workstation.

4.4. Internet access, S/w Download & E-mail Attachments


Only allow users’ access to approved websites.



Do not open e-mail received from Unknown person.
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Define the time period of Internet access and email usage.

4.5. Audit Trails & Logs
Log files may be the only record of suspicious behaviour. These should be activated. Log files are
required for the following:


To alert for the suspicious activity that requires further investigation.



To determine the extent of an intruder's activity.



To recover operating system software.



To provide information required for legal proceedings



To investigate workstation hard disks on a regular basis for suspicious files. Use a naming
convention for files and directories. Be sure to look for hidden files and directories.
Security audits should be done periodically to expose system vulnerabilities.

4.6. Data Encryption


Consider employing a file encryption program if the information stored on a workstation is
highly confidential. Similarly, consider a mail program that supports encryption (S/MIME or
PGP), if sending highly confidential information in messages.



Enable Encrypting File System. This will help in preventing a hacker from accessing files by
physically mounting the hard drive on another PC and taking ownership of files. Be sure to
enable encryption on Folders, and not files. All files that are placed in that folder will be
encrypted automatically.

4.7. Backups


Always backup files & folders periodically using standard backup utilities.



Make separate backups of data files and software and store backup diskettes/tapes in a
safe and secure location away from computer. Backups may be the only source to
recover any destroyed file.



Always backup the data before leaving the workstation.

4.8. Data recovery from Backups
Recovery tools should be installed on the workstation like hard disk recovery software. With the
help of such tools workstation OS is recovered without loss of time.
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5. Incident Handling
In case of occurrence of any incident, like workstation Break-in, DoS attack, Trojan Horse attack, etc,
steps should be defined how to know about incident, incident reporting and recovery thereafter.

5.1. What is an Incident?
An Incident is an act of violating an explicit or implied security policy, assuming there exists a
security policy in the organisation. The types of activity considered as violation of a typical
security policy are characterised below:


Security violation in which a system resource is exposed or is potentially exposed to
unauthorised access.



Unwanted disruption or denial of service.



Any adverse event which compromises some aspect of computer or network security.



Unauthorised use of a system for the processing or storage of data.



Changes to system hardware, firmware, or software characteristics without the owner’s
knowledge, instruction or consent.

5.2. Incident detection
Tools installed for monitoring workstation performance and incident detection help in detecting
an incident. The symptoms of an incident could be like sudden degradation in workstation
performance, workstation compromise, failure of service(s), abuse etc.

5.3. Safeguard measures after incident
When a system administrator finds some abnormal behaviour in workstation performance; or
alarms through incident detection tools are noted, the following steps should be taken :


Change administrator password of the workstation



Disconnect the workstation from network, depending upon the severity of the incident.

5.4. Incident reporting
An Incident should immediately be informed to CERT-In by means of telephone, fax, email or
web. The site address of CERT-In is www.cert-in.org.in. After reporting the incident to CERT-In,
advisory notes of CERT-In should be followed for recovering from incident.
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